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ABSTRACT: Using ring polymer molecular dynamics simulations, we examine equilibrium and
dynamical characteristics of solid-like, aqueous clusters that combine isotopic mixtures of HDO dilute
in H2O, at temperatures intermediate between 50 and 175 K. In particular, we focus attention on the
relative thermodynamic stabilities of the two isotopes at dangling hydrogen bond sites. The water
octamer is analyzed as a reference system. For this aggregate, decreasing temperature yields a gradual
stabilization of the light isotope at dangling sites in molecules acting as single-donor-double-acceptors
of hydrogen bonds. At T ∼ 50 K, the imbalance between the corresponding quantum kinetic energies leads to a free energy
difference between dangling and hydrogen bonded sites of the order of ∼2kBT. Similar free energy differences were found at
dangling sites in Nw = 50 water clusters. The extent of the H/D segregation can be adequately monitored by modifications in the
peak intensity of the high frequency shoulder of the stretching band of the infrared spectrum. These signals, in turn, represent a
potential experimental signature of the elusive temperature of clusters in molecular beams.

SECTION: Liquids; Chemical and Dynamical Processes in Solution

The recent advent of surface-sensitive spectroscopic
techniques performed at water/air interfaces1−4 has

clearly revealed the presence of a sharp peak in the vicinity
of the free O−H stretching signal, which can be ascribed to the
presence of dangling OH groups.5−11 This feature not only is
observed at the liquid/vapor interface of water but also is
clearly detectable in infrared spectra of ice surfaces12 at
temperatures of the order of ∼170 K. The consideration of
isotopic mixtures opens interesting possibilities for local
concentration fluctuations at the interface, beyond straightfor-
ward estimations based on the global stoichiometry of the
mixture. At present, there is large body of experimental13−15

and theoretical16−18 work that confirm the preference of H
atoms at dangling positions in mixtures that combine H2O,
D2O, and HOD.
From a theoretical perspective, the correct interpretation of

the latter enhancement requires a quantum treatment. Recent
path integral molecular dynamics simulations experiments have
shown that the temperature dependence of the liquid/vapor
fractionation in H2O/D2O mixtures can be traced back to
differences in the anisotropy of the spatial localization of the
nuclei which, in turn, are promoted by the local inter- and
intramolecular force fields.16 Similar effects have also been
invoked in interpretations of the stabilization of the light
isotope on dangling positions at the water surface.17

The consideration of nano- to mesoscopic aqueous clusters
represents a new scenario in which the latter features should
also be observed. Note that these aggregates are normally
generated from adiabatic expansions at temperatures as low as

∼100 K.19−22 Under these thermal conditions, quantum
nuclear effects should necessarily manifest in a more clear
fashion. Moreover, the fact that a sizable fraction of the cluster
constituents are found at the surface should enhance detection
of these segregation effects via, for example, direct spectro-
scopic measurements.23 In a related context, isotopic
substitution is an important tool to unravel the characteristics
of tunneling splitting in aqueous clusters, which can be detected
by far-IR, terahertz laser spectroscopy.24,25 In what follows, we
will present results from computer simulations that shed light
on the characteristics of the relative thermodynamic stability of
H and D atoms at dangling positions in solid-like water
nanoclusters, along with an analysis of the temperature
dependent modifications anticipated in the intensity of the IR
spectra.
We examine equilibrium and dynamical characteristics of

solid-like, mixed clusters that combine H2O as a major
component and HOD at much lower concentrations. By
solid-like structures, we refer to clusters that exhibit fluctuations
in the intermolecular distances much smaller than the
corresponding average values and dynamical modes involving
exclusively small amplitude vibrations. Considering the
magnitude of the equilibrium constant for the H2O + D2O
↔ 2 HOD interconversion,26 Keq ∼ 3.5−3.8, the presence of
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D2O in such a dilute concentration regime can be safely
discarded.
Our description is based on the ring polymer molecular

dynamics (RPMD) scheme developed by Manolopoulos et al.27

For equilibrium properties, the procedure yields similar
predictions to the ones obtained by implementing standard
path integral molecular dynamics techniques.28 On the other
hand, the method introduces an ad-hoc ansatz that leads to
reasonable estimates for quantum time correlation functions.
Following our recent cluster analysis,29 interparticle interactions
were modeled using the flexible, nonharmonic, q-TIP4P/F
Hamiltonian.30 Previous studies have pointed out the
importance of incorporating anharmonic intramolecular inter-
actions in order to reproduce experimental isotopic liquid/
vapor partition equilibrium constants for water.16 Additional
information concerning the basic elements of the RPMD
scheme and its technical implementation can be found in the
Supporting Information.
Two different cluster sizes were analyzed: the water octamer

and a larger aggregate comprised of Nw = 50 molecules. The
former cluster represents the smallest moiety in which stable
states at low temperatures exhibit three-dimensional, cubic-like
structures. This symmetry also allows for a clear identification
of different hydrogen-bonding connectivity patterns. More
specifically, water molecules at the cube vertices exhibit
alternation of double-donor-single-acceptor (DDSA) and
single-donor-double-acceptor (SDDA) characters (see Figure
1). These characteristics have been clearly identified via

experimental IR-signals.31 On the other hand, Nw = 50 clusters
below their melting point exhibit roughly spherical structures in
which one can distinguish between a bulk-like, inner domain
and an external surface shell.
The starting point of our analysis involves the consideration

of the mixed [HOD][H2O]7 octamer, in which an HOD
molecule is located at one of the SDDA vertices, exhibiting
dangling Dd- and connecting Hc-atoms. From this initial
arrangement, we analyze the following model interconversion
process (see Figure 1)

→[H O] H OD [H O] H ODc d d c
2 7 2 7 (1)

The free energy difference, ΔA, associated with the
transformation in eq 1 can be estimated in a straightforward
fashion by resorting to standard thermodynamic integration
schemes,32 that is
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In the previous equation, the parameter λ gauges the reversible
modifications of the atomic masses of the tagged HOD
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where ri
(j) denotes the coordinate of the ith particle at the

imaginary time-slice j, P stands for the number of beads in the
isomorphic polymers, ri

C is the position of the polymer centroid
associated with the ith particle and V represents the potential
energy of the system. In this particular case, the integral shown
in eq 2 was evaluated following a linear path, namely
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where mp represents the proton mass. Combining eqs 3 and 4,
the final expression for the integrand is
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where Ti corresponds to the quantum kinetic energy of the ith
nucleus.
In Figure 2, we present results for cumulative integrals of the

type
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at different temperatures. At a first glance, the plots differ
considerably from the symmetric profiles one would obtain
assuming a classical description. Moreover, the values on the
right-hand vertical axis, and displayed more vividly in Figure 3,
reveal a clear stabilization of the HdODc intermolecular
connectivity over the HcODd one. As expected, isotope effects
become more marked at lower temperatures, reaching ΔA ∼ −
2kBT at T = 50 K. The latter difference should be compared to
the marginal stabilization reported in ref 17 at the water/air
interface at ambient conditions, ΔA ∼ − 0.02kBT.
Several arguments can be invoked to rationalize these

observations. For example, Ceriotti et al.33 have undertaken a

Figure 1. H ↔ D interchange shown in eq 1. For clarity, the D atom
in the front SDDA molecule is rendered in green.

Figure 2. Cumulative integrals for the free energy associated with the
isotopic exchange shown in eq 1 at different temperatures.
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detailed examination of the mass dependence of the average
quantum kinetic energy operator and found that, for harmonic-
like systems, one anticipates ⟨Ti⟩ ∝ mi

−1/2. Assuming that this
hypothesis remains valid in the present context, the integral in
eq 2 could be approximated by17

Δ ∼ − ⟨ ⟩ − ⟨ ⟩A m m T T2[1 ( / ) ]( )H D
1/2

H Hd c (7)

Note that the expression in eq 7 only depends on the difference
between the kinetic energies of the light isotope at dangling and
connective positions.
Estimates for ΔA at three different temperatures obtained

from the approximation in eq 7 are shown in Figure 3 as
colored circles. One can see that the quality of Ceriotti et al.’s
approximation is remarkably good. Interestingly, the latter
feature can be further exploited to account for the observed
stabilization in terms of the corresponding spatial extents of the
H atoms. Note that basic quantum arguments establish that the
average quantum kinetic energy should go hand in hand with
the extent of the localization of the individual quantum
particles. In a recent analysis,29 we showed that Hd atoms
exhibit more marked spatial delocalization than Hc atoms.
Expressed in terms of their corresponding correlation lengths,
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at T ∼ 50 K polymer sizes associated with dangling and
connective atoms in SDDA molecules differ by a factor of

/H Hd c ∼ 1.5. As such, we can conclude that the combined
effects from intra- and intermolecular interactions not only
control the magnitude of the resulting sizes of the isomorphic
polymers, but are responsible for the stabilization of the light
isotopes at dangling positions as well. We remark that more
detailed analyses based on projections of the kinetic energy
operator along intramolecular bonds leads to equivalent
conclusions.16,17

The analysis of larger, that is, Nw = 50, aggregates also yields
interesting conclusions. In this case, the initial conditions for
the RPMD simulations were obtained by first implementing a
standard replica-exchange scheme.34−36 Additional details
concerning this procedure are provided as Supporting
Information. With this procedure, the vast majority of the
solid-like cluster configurations obtained were found to be
reasonably well described in terms of quasispherical moieties,

exhibiting ∼10−15 dangling atoms, randomly distributed at the
external surface.
Three model isotope exchange processes were analyzed. The

first one corresponds to simultaneous H-to-D exchanges in all
SDDA molecules lying at the cluster surface. Interestingly,
within the uncertainties of our simulation experiments, the
results for the normalized ΔA displayed in Figure 3 (open
squares) are practically identical to those obtained for the water
octamer process shown in eq 1. The second experiment
consists of several single molecule H−D exchange calculations
on randomly selected individual HOD molecules exhibiting a
dangling site. For all practical purposes, these new results
(shown as black triangles) coincide with the previous sets,
suggesting that the total free energy difference is remarkably
additive. To complete our thermodynamic analysis, we
examined the following model transformation at T = 150 K,
namely

+ → +H OD H O H OH HODd c c d
2 blk blk (9)

where the subscript blk indicates a molecule located in the
central, bulk-like region of the cluster. For this case, the
associated free energy difference was found to be βΔA = −0.43
± 0.03, a value that compares favorably with the free energy
associated with eq 1. As such, the values of ΔA do not seem
affected by the diversity of solvation environments examined in
this study, a fact that supports a conclusion that the present
results should remain valid for a wide range of temperatures,
cluster sizes, and relative concentrations.
The picture that emerges from this set of results would then

suggest that dangling ↔ connective isotope exchanges would
not depend on the location of the connective species. Provided
the local concentrations of H2O and HOD in the “bulk-like”
region and at the cluster surface do not differ substantially, the
isotope stabilization of the light species at dangling positions
can be cast in terms of a more simplified atomic interchange
process, namely

+ → +H D H Dc d d c (10)

where the superscript c stands for connective atoms,
independently of their locations.
Furthermore, one may also speculate on whether the

magnitude of the isotopic stabilization could be reported
experimentally by significant modifications of spectroscopic
signals that, in turn, could be interpreted to infer the thermal
characteristics of the clusters. In Figure 4, we present results of
the Fourier transform of the time correlation function of the
second derivative of the total dipole moment of different
clusters, namely

∫ω μ μ ω̂ = ⟨ ̇ · ̇ ⟩
∞

C t t t( ) ( ) (0) cos( )d
0 (11)

We remark that, within the RPMD approximation, Ĉ(ω) is
proportional to the intensity of the IR spectrum of the clusters.
Additional information is provided as Supporting Information.
In the top panel of Figure 4, we display results for the

stretching band of four different water octamers at T = 50 K.
The corresponding profile for pure H2O represents an
appropriate reference (solid line). The overall line shape
presents four peaks:29,31 two central ones corresponding to
symmetric and asymmetric modes of DDSA molecules and two
lateral peaks involving stretching motions localized in SDDA
molecules. The replacement of an H2O by an HDO at a DDSA
vertex introduces a new decoupled signal at lower frequencies,

Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the free energy difference
associated with isotopic exchange in water clusters. The results are
normalized by the number of HOD molecules. The dashed line is an
aid to the eye indicating extrapolation to the classical high temperature
limit.
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ω ∼ 2600 cm−1, associated with O−D stretching motions and a
consequent reduction of the high frequency peak in the original
central band at ω ∼ 3580 cm−1 (dashed line). Conversely, if the
H2O → HOD substitution is carried out at a SDDA position,
the original low frequency peak exhibits a frequency shift and
the modifications in the original H-band move to the lateral
sub-bands. Clearly, the presence of an HcODd(HdODd)
arrangement promotes a blue(red) shift of the O−D signal
and a reduction of the dangling-H (connective-H) signal
intensity at ω ∼ 3750 cm−1(ω ∼ 3370 cm−1). Interestingly, a
more careful analysis of the modifications in the amplitudes of
the different peaks are roughly those predicted by the simple
consideration of the 4-to-3 reduction in the number of H2O
molecules at SSDA or DDSA positions.
The profiles in the bottom panel of Figure 4 correspond to

IR-spectra of Nw = 50 clusters at T = 50 K. The stretching band
for the pure H2O aggregate looks much broader and practically
structureless, except for a high frequency shoulder located at ω
∼ 3730 cm−1; this corresponds to stretching modes associated
with Hd atoms (solid line). For the sake of comparison, we also
show lineshapes for two limiting situations in which all dangling
positions are occupied by Dd or Hd atoms of HOD molecules.
As expected, these substitutions give rise to new decoupled O−
D signals at lower frequencies whereas the presence of Dd

atoms leads to the disappearance of the above-mentioned high-
frequency shoulder. Note that the presence of Dc does not
affect the overall line shape in a transparent fashion.
We can then conclude that the intensity of the high

frequency shoulder would be indicative of the actual
concentration of Hd-atoms which, according to our previous
thermodynamic analysis, would depend on the global
stoichiometry of the particular mixture considered and on the
prevailing temperature, as well. From eq 10, the quantum-
isotope-induced enhancement of the peak intensity I(xH,T) at a
given global mole fraction of H atoms xH can written as

=
=

+ −βΔ
I x T

x I x T x e x
( , )

( 1, )
1

(1 )A
H

H H H H (12)

where the product xHI(xH = 1,T) represents the expected peak
intensity based on the sole consideration of the overall
stoichiometry of the mixture. To provide numerical estimates
of the magnitude of the expected changes, for an xH = 0.8
mixed cluster, the quantum enhancement should be of the
order of ∼20%(∼10%) at T = 50 K (T = 150 K).
The results presented in this paper corroborate the

thermodynamic stability of light isotopes at dangling positions
located at the surface of isotopically mixed water clusters that
combine H2O and HOD species. For temperatures of below,
say, 100 K, the free energy is similar to classical thermal
energies. The analysis of the water octamer revealed that the
origins of the stability are to be found in differences in the
spatial extent of protons that are controlled by the local
characteristics of both intermolecular and intramolecular
interactions. We have also established that the relative
prevalence of H atoms can be clearly detected by the
concomitant modifications in the magnitude of the high
frequency shoulder of the stretching band of the cluster and
that this, in turn, would provide an indirect route to assess the
thermal characteristics of the clusters. As a natural extension of
the present results, we are currently investigating the potential
for this kind of spectroscopic approach to distinguish bulk from
surface solvation states of probes in aqueous nanoclusters.
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